Energy Trading & Risk
Management (ETRM)

All energy market participants are faced with the increasing pressure
to innovate the way you do business. The demand is for robust,
integrated, flexible trading solutions that minimise operational risk
whilst maintaining your alignment with industry requirements.
Although times ahead look challenging, with the right partner,
opportunities can be identified to improve your ETRM platforms
ETRM systems are driven by intricate workflows and are widely
utilised to support all aspects of your business including those not
designed for; from trading activity and notification to data analytics
and regulatory compliance

The CGI benefits

We offer an all-inclusive approach to Energy Trading & Risk
Management that delivers incremental user-defined functionality and
flexibility to deal with industry changes throughout its lifetime,
achieved by following our deeply embedded delivery frameworks and
proximity model



What CGI brings to Energy Trading & Risk Management?









Having worked with energy companies across the UK and continental
Europe over several decades, we are able to provide both business
and the technical expertise to help your business fulfil its potential
Our Energy Trading & Risk Management services align energy
trading with strategic business processes that are underpinned by our
team’s expertise in:





Portfolio hedging, logistics and contract management
A range of market leading 3rd Party trading; risk
management and ancillary applications
A cluster of CGI and trading; risk management and
ancillary applications
Customised and comprehensive business-focused
services
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Governance: supporting
implementation management
and control framework
Risk Assessment: implementing
proven risk measurement
methodologies and analytics
Regulatory Compliance: support
and advice on regulatory
requirements
Trading platforms: system
selection, integration and
functionality enhancements
Strategic alliances: with leading
ETRM software vendors
IT modernisation: increasing
flexibility and agility while
ensuring the business is
protected as cybersecurity risks
mature




Risk frameworks, controls, security best practises and
systems
ETRM Product selection, consultancy, customisation,
delivery, implementation and support services

CGI’s ETRM Capability

We offer a network of ETRM expertise that can bring value to your
business


Setting the right strategy: proven risk management
strategies and supply chain optimisation

About CGI



Technology and implementation models: data modelling
and systems architecture proven expertise



Governance and Process Control: Governance
frameworks and end to end delivery process

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world.



Regulation: Energy Markets complete regulatory
compliance

Why CGI?


With decades of expertise in ETRM technology including
strategy, implementation, customisation, testing and
system maintenance we deliver proven software design
and implementation concepts and methodologies



Our Commitment to your success - providing the insight
to better manage trading and risk management across
the organisation



Insight in business development roadmaps to support
growth and changes in the energy industry

We are insights-driven and
outcomes-based to help accelerate
returns on your investments. Across
21 industry sectors in 400 locations
worldwide, our 77,000 professionals
provide comprehensive, scalable
and sustainable IT and business
consulting services that are
informed globally and delivered
locally

For more information
Visit cgi.com/uk/utilities
Email us at enquiry.UK@cgi.com
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